Exploring the relationship between
festivals, communities and placemaking
post-COVID.
PLUS
Practical advice/guidance on what
festival organisers will need to consider
in a new approach to staging outdoor
events.

FOREWORD
Tomorrow, Today
An online event that was held by the Arches Worcester Festivals from 18-20 August 2020.
It was made up of information sessions, panels, workshops and Q&As on health and safety,
permissions and licensing, crowd management and social distancing, first aid, security, and exploring
programming and audiences for outdoor arts after COVID. The event also welcomed sector leaders
to explore how festivals can work with communities in new ways in the future.
The event was created to help share knowledge and capacity build with community festivals, in
Worcestershire and beyond. The event contributed to national and international debates about how
the arts, and particularly outdoor arts, can play a role in helping communities mobilise, reimagine
places and ignite post-COVID social and economic recovery.
This report shares our key take-aways from the sessions but full versions are available to view on our
YouTube channel.
Further supporting the sector during this difficult time, the event included live music and
performances from:
Ellie Williams, a singer-songwriter based in Worcestershire. Ellie has been performing
on the West Midlands circuit for the last couple of years and her songs have received
national and regional airplay on BBC 6 Music and BBC Introducing Hereford &
Worcester. You can hear some of her music here or check her out on Facebook.
Ruth Kokumo a Birmingham based singer-songwriter. Ruth channels the early days of
soul with a touch of funky blues, and is very present in the Birmingham blues scene,
performing at Discover Birmingham 2020 and the Sunflower Lounge. You can hear
some of her music here or check her out on Facebook.
Motionhouse’s Gravity, which celebrates the first Moon landing’s 50 years milestone.
Gravity combines hand-to-hand acrobatics with Motionhouse’s signature contact
choreography. Gravity sees two white-clad performers in an evocative exploration
of weightlessness and zero gravity. An overwhelming sense of isolation underlies the
precise, haunting choreography. Motionhouse is supported using public funding through
Arts Council England.
Casey Bailey a writer, performer and educator born and raised in Nechells, Birmingham.
Named as one of the 30 most influential under 30 year olds in Birmingham by
Birmingham Live in 2018, Casey has performed internationally and spent some time
on a residency with the Royal Shakespeare Company. Casey studied at the University
of Worcester, where he was awarded an honorary Fellowship and membership to the
university’s College of Fellows for his work in the community.

Front cover image by Ravi Lakhani Photography: Members of the community perform with Cirque Bijou
as part of The Umbrella Project in Light Night Worcester 2020.
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ABOUT US
Arches Festivals
The festivals programme is part of The Arches Worcester project, which is supported by the
Department of Culture Media and Sport’s Cultural Development Fund, administered by Arts Council
England.
We are producing brand new festivals, showcasing national and international creative talent and
supporting local emerging work; placing culture & creativity at the heart of Worcester.
The first of the festivals, Light Night Worcester, took place across the city centre on the evening
of Thursday 16 January 2020. We have adapted our original programme due to the challenging
circumstances of the pandemic, whilst presenting the same high-quality work and opportunities.
We are also supporting existing community festivals in the city to enable them to become more
sustainable and broaden their programmes.
As well as a programme of festivals, the Arches Worcester funding will be used to create a new key
gateway for the city, following the line of the Victorian arches from Foregate Street railway station to
The Hive and the River Severn. Eight of the arches will be refurbished, becoming dynamic work and
creative spaces, transforming the area into a modern, 21st century workplace for creative industries,
and a cultural destination for tourists and local communities.
Retaining graduates, supporting young people into the creative industries and developing the
voluntary sector will strengthen the sector and enable longer term growth.
We are also a partner in Without Walls, which works with festivals and artists, bringing fantastic
outdoor arts to people in towns and cities across the UK.
The Arches Worcester Festivals 		

The Arches Worcester

DCMS Cultural Development Fund 		

Without Walls

Severn Arts
Severn Arts is a principal partner in The Arches Worcester and is the lead organisation for
the Festivals. Severn Arts is a leading arts charity providing education, participation and
engagement programmes across Worcestershire. The organisation is ambitious for Worcester and
Worcestershire: passionate about building and developing arts projects and opportunities to help
raise the city and county’s profile as a vibrant, rich cultural destination.
Severn Arts

Our Partners
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KEEPING AUDIENCES SAFE
All guidance and best practice was relevant at the time of this session.
Ise Murphy is a qualified international crowd safety professional with demonstrated
experience in consulting, developing strategy and designing high scale, high profile
events and festivals. With specialist focus on crowd safety and transport planning.

Shaun Roberts is a very experienced event manager and safety officer. Following
retirement from Gloucestershire Police, he commenced a career in security, working
with several high-profile clients. In 2003, he was appointed safety officer at Worcester
Warriors and has also helped deliver successful events at the O2 arena for Olympics
and Para-Olympics.
This session explored advice, tools and approaches that could be easily applied to events and how
to use crowd psychology to plan future events.
Attending events - Fear is often more dangerous than the pandemic itself as it will influence if people
will go to an event or not.
Behaviour at events - An audience’s social identity can affect its behaviour at an event (e.g. football
with crowd and player hugging). Organisers must therefore identify in advance what kinds of
behaviours would normally be associated with an event and look to reduce their impact.
Length of event - The duration of an event can often pose more risk than the density.
Planning events - When planning strategies for crowds the acronym DIM ICE is often used to ensure
that we have captured everything prior to audience arrival.
Design - Information - Management - Ingress - Circulation - Egress
Dealing with risk - In designing the event, use the acronym ERIC PD to identify a way to deal with a
risk.
Eliminate - Reduce - Isolate - Control - PPE - Discipline
e.g. Eliminate the necessity for people to come into contact with surfaces (e.g. in toilets); remove
the need for queues; reduce risk by social distancing; isolate by using screens or interface between
public and staff (ticket booths, bars etc.) Work through the acronym until you’ve found a way to deal
with the risk.
Communication - Keep audiences up to date with information, staying in touch fosters trust.
• Communicate processes and procedures before the event so it’s accepted
• Intervene when these systems aren’t being observed
• Manage by enforcing procedures through staff modelling
• Visual use of procedure
• People are more likely to focus on their mental and physical well-being during a pandemic,
engage with this aspect of the event
Use events to involve the engagement of whole family or social group as research shows people like
to spend more time with loved ones. Provide safe spaces where people can reconnect.
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Make it easy for those coming to know what to expect through ALICE
Arrival – Traffic Management
Last Mile – Signage, alternative routes in, distancing
Ingress - Avoid queues, give allotted times for arrival or collecting tickets, use barriers, no touch
facilities
Circulation - Spacing, no pinch points, acceptable behaviour
Egress- As for Ingress
Hand washing and sanitising facilities - Ensure they are in place where necessary.
Event Management Plan - make sure it covers all contingencies, COVID is now the norm and is not
different from cancelling because of bad weather.
Risk Assessment - Make sure it covers how to deal with Track and Trace, you will need to do this even
if an event is free but you also need to be aware of GDPR and the disposal of data after the event
correctly.
Budget you will need to spend more of it on COVID related costs, make sure you have sufficient
funds to do this even if it means reducing your artistic programme.
Child friendly safety guidelines - these may be useful to provide.
This is a great opportunity for Events Organisers to offer an antidote to fear, by providing
events which enable connections to be remade and physical and mental well-being to become a
primary focus.
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LOCAL AUTHORITIES’ PERSPECTIVES
ON EVENTS
All guidance and best practice was relevant at the time of this session.
Helen Mole, as city centre manager, works with partners to create a vital and vibrant
city with culture and heritage at its heart. Helen is part of the team responsible for the
implementation and delivery of the city’s Economic Recovery Strategy to help the city
emerge stronger from the COVID-19 crisis.
Jonathan Cochrane works for Local Government and has gathered a substantive
amount of non-executive experience across the cultural sector. Jonathan uses
creativity to produce culturally relevant partnerships, strategic connections, relevant
concepts that produce projects with depth and breadth of purpose.
This session was set up to support Worcestershire based event organisations, our local research
having shown a gap in event management knowledge within local organisers. Attendees were
particularly interested in knowing what additional information they would need to provide in event
management plans, how to manage risk and breaking down barriers to attend events.
Whilst most of the information shared in this session will be relevant to most events, organisers are
advised to talk to their own local authority before making final decisions about specific events.
Communication is essential, with your local authority, licencing agencies and audience.
Hygiene is especially important, on a personal level and in relation to waste and litter.
Check your insurance is up-to-date and reflects your event and the current situation.
Allow more time for decisions to be made. Any event with over 30 people is now classed as a large
event and will involve the Safety Advisory Group. Give yourself enough planning and preparation
time if working outdoors for the first time. Getting permission from the landowner is the first step in
planning your event and this can be time consuming and complicated.
Event organisers are responsible for managing Track and Trace at their events and will need to have
a mechanism in place for gathering this information, although it can be difficult if the event is in a
public space.
Event Management Plan - The basics remain the same but it is important to add a COVID section
which covers social distancing, hygiene, working in bubbles, track and trace and the size of the space
in proportion to audience numbers and details about what will happen if the event is cancelled.
Be clear with your audience about your expectations of them, where they can find information and
how you will contact them to share information.
Be aware of the additional costs associated with COVID safe events which you need to budget for.
This may of course mean you have less money to spend on the artistic offer.
Flexibility and scenario planning for several different eventualities will be key going forward. As a
lot of festivals rely on volunteers we just hope that all the additional responsibilities and costs don’t
mean that some events are prohibitive.
However, there is a huge appetite for live events. Arts and culture have really shown their
strength during the pandemic, so there are exciting opportunities ahead.
Resources
Events Industry Forum
National Association of Street Artists UK
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PRACTICAL ADVICE FOR EVENT DESIGN
All guidance and best practice was relevant at the time of this session.
Katy Stone has been working in the events and entertainment industry for 15 years
and has 6 years freelance events experience. Over this time, she has been involved in
the planning and delivery of a variety of events; from grass-roots community events
to larger local authority arts events, plus commercial events and festivals. In the last
few months Katy has been working on both a closed media event and an ‘enhanced
campsite’.
Anya Fox has been working in the Arts and Entertainment industry for nearly 40 years,
having started out working in indoor theatre as a technician, stage manager and
lighting designer and in 2000 moving into outdoor, large scale, community shows,
events and festivals. During this time she honed her skills as a production and site
manager, as well as gaining the opportunity to stage manage large scale productions
and direct the community groups taking part in them.
Mat Ort is a freelance production manager with 20 years experience delivering events,
arts festivals, outdoor arts, theatre, dance, and site-specific productions, with a wealth
of experience across both the outdoor and indoor arts sector. Appointed by Without
Walls to advise and support performing artists and companies to get back to making
and presenting work at festivals and events in a COVID-safe context.
As so much has changed for live events because of COVID-19: we asked Freelance Event
Producers: to share their expertise and advice surrounding every element of event design and
delivery.
Enjoyment: Safety is paramount, but we still want audiences to enjoy what they’ve come to see, so
firstly, don’t water down the quality of what you present.
Relationships: Forge even better relationships with your health and safety teams, production and
event managers. Bring them all to the forefront of discussion from the beginning.
Think creatively: Avoid being pulled into what you normally do - this is the chance to try something
new. You might need to employ additional staff and alter the production schedule to allow for smaller
teams, distanced working and extended cleaning regimes.
Think about space: Instead of finding a space to put existing work into, find the space first and create
work for it. Ensure that your chosen space is workable, with good signage and advance publicity; it’s
no longer acceptable to allow members of the public to “come upon” an event and become involved in
it, so we need to think about how the passing public can be managed, perhaps by finding alternative
pathways, blocking access, using screens, having pre-booked admission etc.
Sit down events : These will pose fewer problems, as they can be ticketed, away from main
pedestrian footfall areas and more easily cordoned off.
Communication: Make sure your artists communicate with your teams, especially with regard to
the COVID risk. Ask the production team to draw up a plan with the artists regarding how the piece
will work in relation to the audience. Stewards and volunteers are very important and it’s vital that
they understand the set-up. They are your public face and must be equipped to deal with a confused
or under informed public. Be very clear about what roles you’re offering to your volunteers, so that
they can decide what the risk to them might be.
We’re never going to reduce the risk to zero, but we can reduce it to the lowest reasonably
practicable level, within HSE legislation and government guidelines.
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COVID risk assessment: Keep it separate from your other risk assessments for clarity. The Risk
Assessment is a tool, so use it to help you. COVID Risk Assessment should begin to happen in the
earliest stages of planning, as it will affect your methodologies, choice of programmes, site choices,
traders and contractors, production schedule, infrastructure and budget.
Information sharing/storage: Be aware that any member of your teams might test positive for
COVID (or become ill in other ways) at any time, so consider how information is stored and shared
between team members.
Keep sites bright and colourful: use banners, big flags; soft decor that’s washable or plastic.
Natural barriers: Choose sites where you can utilise existing walls or trees as natural barriers.
Repeat the event: Host the event at different times during the day or over a weekend, so numbers
can be better regulated.
Self-screening: staff should self-certificate as healthy and not have been in contact with sufferers;
check this daily.
Safe distancing: 2m or 1m+ with other precautions as necessary. Where safe distancing isn’t
possible: employ other methods e.g. increased hand washing or be back to back instead of face to
face.
Hygiene: Hand washing/sanitiser to be used regularly; avoid touching the face; avoid openly
coughing/sneezing.
Cleanliness: Working areas need to be cleaned more regularly, especially high touch points like
dance floors. No sharing of tools, if possible and keeping work areas clean.
Fixed teams, partnering, shift patterns: Keep teams as fixed or paired as possible to reduce extra
contact. Stagger break times or create work shifts.
Planning site and production areas: Create zones with production teams separate from artists,
stewards, front of house etc.
Controlling capacity on site: Create separate ‘cabins’, if possible, for staff; in smaller rooms increase
ventilation; minimise time spent there. Mark floor areas to help distancing. Avoid face to face
working. Provide prepacked meals.
Test and trace: Keep contact details up to date.
Ventilation: Keep staff outdoors as much as possible. If indoors, increase the supply of fresh air with
fans, lift the sides of marquees, etc.
Moving around event site: Control the flow of people. Again, avoid face to face by making more use
of mobile phones.
Travel: Discourage staff from using public transport to work. Encourage staff to observe advice and
guidance outside of workplace.
PPE: Masking shouldn’t be seen as a replacement for other hygiene and control measures but might
be useful in a closed space.
Protecting people at higher risk: For example, volunteers, some of whom might be elderly and/
or disabled. They should be offered the safest available on-site roles. It might be that a decision
will have to be made as to whether their presence poses an unacceptable level of risk.
Suspected cases: Have a plan! If a member of staff is symptomatic, they should inform a colleague. If
tested positive, they will have to isolate. Other colleagues in their team will be tested and also isolate
if found positive. Plan ahead so you can keep your team structure robust.
It is key to have: Training, Communication and a Culture of Open Feedback.
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NEW TO OUTDOOR ARTS
All guidance and best practice was relevant at the time of this session.
David Edmunds is the Festivals Director at Severn Arts since the creation of the
Arches Festivals team in 2019. David has over 20 years experience working with the
cultural sector including working on numerous nationally significant projects
including several city / capital of culture programmes. David is a producer & artistic
director and led his own production company Dep Arts for over a decade with the
company at the heart of the UK touring circuit during this time.
At the time of this session no indoor performances were allowed to take place in England and many
venues were considering moving their offer outdoors.
We asked our Festivals Director, who has worked in outdoor arts for most of his career, to share
his experiences and expertise on all aspects of outdoor arts including programming, production,
audience development and communication.
Audience is key
Always start with your audience when you plan and programme work. Be clear about who you
are trying to attract and what you would like them to take away from the event. Do your research,
make sure the work you are planning is relevant to your audience. If you’re new to outdoor arts it is
perhaps safer to work with an agency such as Fool’s Paradise who specialise in smaller work such as
walk about artists as the agency will allow you to access a range of performers whose work might
be difficult to see otherwise. Outdoor Arts UK also have a directory of outdoor work. Don’t be too
ambitious at the start, start small and develop your event as you develop your audience.
Taste vs quality
See as much work as you can yourself and talk to others about their experience of working with
the artists and watching/taking part in the performances. There is a difference between taste and
quality. Taste is personal and quality is more objective. Remember to make your decisions based on
the audience you want to attract. Find out where else the work/performer has been, view previous
work through social media/YouTube, seek feedback from others. Walk about performers are single
or small numbers of performers moving about a space, usually with no stage and no seated audience
(e.g. stilt walkers, fire eaters, themed acts etc). They often interact with the audience. The event
designer/producer would agree a route/ time slot etc. Larger events might use walkabout performers
as ‘glue’ between larger performance spaces.
Costs
The fee quoted/charged will normally cover a number of performances on a given date. In addition
you might be asked to pay for or provide travel/ accommodation/ food or refreshments/ rehearsal
space etc, which may be included in the fee or added as a ‘rider’. Much of this is negotiable. With
larger companies, the fee can also include the cost of copyright, performance rights etc.
Outdoor vs indoor
Sometimes, theatres and other arts venues can be a barrier to engagement for audiences unfamiliar
with their demands. Outdoors, you can engage with anyone who wants to engage with you. High
quality work can engage on many levels and pure enjoyment is a valid one of them. Don’t assume
outdoor work is the same as indoor work presnted outside.
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Communication
Communicate with your audiences in plain English. Brief your volunteers well, they are vital in
communicating with your audience. Audiences, especially with events like festivals, build trust with
the place. You can then build up to providing them with challenging work, if that’s your intention.
Weather has always played a big part in outdoor events, especially in a country like England. Though
not always possible, try to avoid cancelling your event. Outdoor performers are adaptable by nature.
You will also need to be flexible in order to make your event work. Make sure that at all times you are
communicating with your team, performers, audiences and anyone else that needs to know changes!
Relationships
A good relationship with the area’s local authority will help in all aspects of production. Talk through
ideas with them at an early stage. Build relationships with traders/ shopkeepers and other business
owners where your event is taking place; tell them in advance what you’re planning and take their
concerns seriously. Outdoor events can aid rejuvenation when properly managed but they can also
have a negative effect if poorly managed and communicated. Paramount is performer and audience
safety. If you can, invest in a good event/ project/ production manager, with the experience and
necessary skills. It will make your job much easier. Take care of your artists, have a designated artist
liaison person to look after them. Artists tend to travel a lot and can help you to build a positive
reputation for you and your organisation.
Lockdown has demonstrated how important human connection is to us; these shared
moments will become increasingly important and outdoor arts is an excellent vehicle for
creating opportunities for those: real audiences in real places. Learn from your experiences; be
open minded; set your success criteria. It’s a brilliant world to be involved in!
Resources
Fool’s Paradise
Outdoor Arts
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WHAT ROLE DO COMMUNITIES PLAY IN
TODAY’S FESTIVALS?
All guidance and best practice was relevant at the time of this session.
Rebecca Blackman is the National Director for Engagement and Audiences and a
Director for the Midlands based in Nottingham and has worked with Arts Council
England for over ten years. She considered community led festivals in the context of
policy, particularly in light of Arts Council England’s recently published 10-year
Strategy, Let’s Create. She drew on examples from Arts Council funded programmes
and talked about where things might be heading in the future.
Dr Steve Millington is a Senior Lecturer in Human Geography at Manchester
Metropolitan University. He is co-editor of Spaces of Vernacular Creativity:
Rethinking the Cultural Economy and Cosmopolitan Urbanism. Steve’s research
focuses on ordinary and everyday place making, drawing on empirical work
concerning the habitual and routine practices of football fans, household Christmas
light displays and light festivals.
Helen Marriage is Director of Artichoke, one of the UK’s most innovative creative
companies. Founded in 2006, the company’s presentation of Royal de Luxe’s The
Sultan’s Elephant in the heart of central London set a benchmark for large-scale
spectacles that invade public space and reinvent the notion of a city’s landscape.
We’ve seen our communities come together over the past few months as a result of COVID-19.
From rainbows to nationwide clapping for key workers, COVID-19 has challenged and changed our
understanding of community. There was a fascinating discussion with leading figures from policy,
artistic and academic perspectives on the evolving relationship between communities and festivals.
There are widespread socio-economic and geographical variances in levels of engagement and
culture, unequal opportunities for children and young people, a lack of diversity across the creative
industries, differences in how arts and culture are defined and a reported retreat from risk-taking.
COVID-19 has highlighted some of these differences.
Resources
Creative People and Places
Artichoke
Check out the Recovery Framework
Register your interest in the High Street Task Force
Spaces of Vernacular Creativity - Rethinking the Cultural Economy
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WHAT ROLE DO COMMUNITIES PLAY IN
TODAY’S FESTIVALS?
Listening
There is a clear indication that organisations should be listening to the voice of the community in any
given place and not just working with/involving communities with whom they are already engaging,
to ensure inclusivity and relevance.
If we want to empower communities, we can’t decide with what they want to engage with. Artists
aren’t always the only people with vision, power and confidence.
Research shows that businesses that engage well on social media, also trade well. Use social media to
communicate, but also to listen.
Importance of local
Whilst the internet has enabled access, even internationally, keeping it local, in every sense, might
become more important than previously, with the needs of the community and local audience at the
centre.
Understand Your Place! Beware of the fact that national averages hide significant local differences.
There is definite evidence that people have not only changed their habits, but actually are enjoying
the opportunity to connect more locally. People are reticent to go back to big cities. Research shows
an increase in local shopping and that will probably remain a trend.
Making connections
There should be greater connection between high street businesses and other communities who
understand the role culture and arts can play in reinvigorating those places.
Our town/city centres were changing anyway; they need to be different and offer something
else. Festivals and events are going to be so important going forward. The long-term goal is place
transformation.
There is much more scope for retail and cultural sectors to work together to create a better place for
residents in the future.
Understanding the data is important as it has implications for festivals and events (e.g. is Monday the
new Saturday; does less footfall on a Saturday mean more space available then for events etc).
Levels of engagement
There are many ways in which communities already engage with festivals: sometimes they’re willing
participants, delivering an artist’s vision, sometimes they’re an army of volunteers that facilitate
and may connect local to national, building local ownership and civic pride. In other examples,
communities are empowered as co-creators of the event itself, commissioning, programming and
making decisions.
Community generated content can be at the heart of practice where it’s appropriate, i.e. when the
artist decides that the community should be central, try to elevate the product beyond what any
community might have imagined.
Individuals are creative in all kinds of ways, but artists are professional creators and their skills/
talents in this respect are sometimes undervalued. Artists work with communities all the time, but
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the benefit to communities of working with a professional artist is sometimes unquantifiable in terms
of process and output.
Engage with people on the ground, employ people locally, create that sense of excitement, make
something so irresistible that it can transcend whatever negative is thrown at you.
Investing time
Invest time in the community. To engage a community in an authentic way requires support, trust and
regularity of contact. Outcomes can’t be known in advance, so it’s important to trust the process, so
that the quality of the event becomes as important as any product.
Digital vs live
For some audiences virtual is a better interface but not everyone has access to it. It is likely that this
new ‘mixed economy’ online and physical will stay for a while but organisations need to find a way of
monetising their virtual offer.
Online content can also engage an audience for a future (live) event; if organisations are online less
and people more, then that is an issue.
There are ways to do live events, they can’t create the same atmosphere virtually. We’ve seen greater
cultural access through digital means during recent months, but nobody could argue that it’s the
same.
Outdoor arts organisations are used to crowd management and are inventive. It’s our responsibility
to re-introduce work in a safe environment.
What festivals do
Festivals are transformative of people and places; increase visitor numbers; have a synergy with local
businesses; improve place awareness and perception; produce a cultural inheritance; consolidate
civic identity and produce social cohesion.
Research shows that festivals and events are really important in that regeneration process but
organisers need to embed resilience into their events.

Protect the Power of Cultural Disruption: making the world different, changing the daily
routine, changing the way we think about city centres as destinations for shopping and traffic.
We must keep on putting the artist’s imagination into the public domain to make it relevant.
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THE FUTURE ROLE OF FESTIVALS IN
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT, PLACEMAKING
AND REGENERATION
All guidance and best practice was relevant at the time of this session.
Maggie Clarke is the founder and Director of XTRAX, an organization established in
2001 that develops and runs showcases, events and festivals in the UK and
internationally. Maggie is a founder member of Without Walls, a consortium of
festivals in England that has commissioned and supported more than 150 new
outdoor projects by UK artists. XTRAX has led the strategic management of Without
Walls since 2011 and has seen its development from a project funded consortium of five
festivals to a partnership of over 20 organisations, securing National Portfolio funding from Arts
Council England in 2018.
Andrew Loretto is the Director of Hat Fair, Winchester – the UK’s longest running
festival of international outdoor arts. Previously Director of Right Up Our Street,
Doncaster’s Creative People and Places project. Andrew was also Creative Producer
for Sheffield Theatres where he established Sheffield Peoples Theatre and was
Director of Opera North Youth company. During lockdown he co-led on an online
participatory project DONCTOPIA which is being developed further.
Paul Bristow has been director, Strategic Partnerships at Arts Council England since
2012. He leads the Arts Council’s policy on place, local government, economic growth,
and rural and urban agendas. He has led the delivery of key Arts Council investment
programmes. Prior to joining the Arts Council, he was head of policy at the Museums,
Libraries and Archives Council (MLA). His early career was spent in local government
at the London boroughs of Bexley and Wandsworth. He has a masters degree in public
policy from the University of London and is a Fellow of the RSA.
David Edmunds is the Festivals Director at Severn Arts since the creation of the
Arches Festivals team in 2019. David has over 20 years experience working with the
cultural sector including working on numerous nationally significant projects including
several city / capital of culture programmes. David is a producer & artistic director and
led his own production company Dep Arts for over a decade with the company at the
heart of the UK touring circuit during this time.
A panel discussion explored what the future will look like for festivals, and their relationships
with their local communities and how this might change as a result of COVID. It also looked at
case studies of festivals already rooted in their communities, discussed the narrative from the
sector around the role festivals could play in their locality going forward in a time where we have
rediscovered what it means to be part of a community.
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AND REGENERATION
Radical Transformation
Now is the moment, because our lives have been turned upside down. We have a great opportunity
here to seize the day and move communities forward with transformative projects. Community has
always been at the heart of what we do and that artist/ audience blend is what makes it exciting.
There is something we can capture here by way of radical development.
If we don’t plan how we want to move forward, everything will become ‘outdoor’; the workers and
artists who have specialised in this field over many years have a skill set which makes outdoor arts a
special thing; it’s not the same as indoor arts brought outside!
There are real opportunities, but we must avoid the danger of confusing the two. The pandemic has
thrown up something about why we need to be radical; that comes back to the challenge of how.
It’s not just about social distancing in a world where a virus is circulating, but whether culture and
cultural practices can deal with the variety of things which have been exposed over the past few
months. It can’t be business as usual, because of inequity and inequality, so we can’t continue working
in the ways we used to.
Working with communities
There are many ways of working with communities - it’s multi-layered, and we need to avoid the ‘one
size fits all’ approach. An artist can have a broad vision for a project, within which there is freedom
and challenge enabling some co-authorship between communities and the artist; in the approach, the
artist places himself on the same level as the co-authors. You can also work for a long time with small
groups of people, where you almost become one of the family of that community, forming a bond
which has to be nurtured. Whichever way you chose it’s long, it’s careful and definitely not about
beaming in and out and making what’s being experienced the best of life at a moment in time.
We need to see if audiences’ tolerances change as a result of the pandemic. We’re making some
assumptions about models which previously worked, but which may need to be changed because of
changes in audience lifestyle and behaviours.
Changing spaces and ways of working
Quality of both process and output are very important; you shouldn’t be prepared to compromise
quality. You can’t always be certain of the outcome, but your aim is to go there and achieve the
highest quality possible.
It’s not a competition between local and large scale, but we need to think about how people’s lives
have changed and whether, in the wake of their experience, they’re going to be prepared to fully
participate as before. Maybe it’s not about the large-scale vs the local, it could be the large scale
experienced locally a change in how we’ve historically thought of large scale.
Where are the places where people can come together and do positive things together? If they’re not
doing that as much in high streets, it’s interesting to discuss the question of where people are now
meeting and mixing.
We need to create work which fits with the rhythms of our cities and populations, working with
businesses on short pieces of immersive theatre, developing our relationships across the cities. It is
likely there will be much more of working with places/ communities we haven’t worked with before
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THE FUTURE ROLE OF FESTIVALS IN
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT, PLACEMAKING
AND REGENERATION
and working across shared place making agendas, especially now when everyone’s budgets are
constrained.
Funding and partnerships
If we’re going to move to more place-based funding, then funding bodies need to acknowledge the
current inequalities that exist within local authorities. But if we’re talking about being able to create
art/ events that fit well into the specifics of a community, then of course that’s amazing. In addition,
it mustn’t be restrictive, but should also allow for audiences in those places for example, to see work
which they might not even know that they want to see.
Partnerships are about more than cash funds, often being about what other skills/ resources/
opportunities etc they can bring to the table. Clearly, the government is interested in levelling up bringing more resources into previously underfunded areas, and the ways in which the government
will do that will be place focussed and quite significant.

Think the unthinkable. Experiment. Share information with peers. Collectively, we need to
work together on more risk taking and more experimentation. Our sector needs to become less
insular and get better at talking to others outside of it.
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REFLECTIONS FROM EARLY CAREER
PRODUCERS
All guidance and best practice was relevant at the time of this session.
Melissa Boyle is a performance-maker, writer and co-founder of The Quean’s Theatre;
a contemporary performance company that addresses socio-political issues. Their last
performance was a gutsy piece of feminist performance art successfully performed at
the University of Worcester’s Emerge Theatre Festival. Melissa’s interests lie in
interrogating the presentation of the female form in popular culture and exploring
performance through immersive and digital realms.
Owen Harper is a soon to be graduate from the University of Worcester’s MT Touring
Theatre course. Owen has a passion for socially engaged art, focusing especially on the
concept of ‘Class’ and predetermined hierarchies in society. Owen went on to be a
founding member and artistic director of the Midlands-based theatre company ‘Ten
Minutes Late Theatre’(TML), who create politically engaged work with their own flair.
Maria-Magdalena Mineva is a Bulgarian national based in Worcester, and graduated
the University of Worcester with a masters degree in Touring Theatre. She is the
producing intern at Severn Arts, as part of The Arches Festivals team, bringing
international outdoor artists to Worcester. She was involved in the production,
producing and volunteer coordinating for Light Night Worcester 2020.
Martha Henley is an events assistant from Malvern, currently working for Severn Arts
as part of The Arches Festivals team completing an apprenticeship in events
management. She has achieved an Events Management and Hospitality course
previously with the Warwickshire College Group and has previous experience in
business development and marketing. Martha has worked at the Three Counties
Showground formerly and The Malvern Cube.
A discussion with 4 early-career producers on their reflections from the 3 days and their hopes for
the future, as a result of attending.
Learnings from Tomorrow, Today
The need to work with communities, taking audiences on a journey through empowerment, by
building trust and creating transparency, with a focus on developing long term relationships with
local business and volunteers.
COVID has led to creativity in these constrained circumstances like moving theatre into outdoor
spaces.
The practical aspects - keeping audiences safe; need for thorough planning and producing of events;
also making and programming work that stays with people.
Communities are diverse, they can straddle age, gender, race etc. Lockdown brought communities
together via a shared experience. It’s more important than ever to develop the sense of community in
town and city centres, on their high streets.
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REFLECTIONS FROM EARLY CAREER
PRODUCERS
Future for creative Worcester
Retain graduates who have talent and creativity by offering more schemes to ‘young’ artists. This
might be funding for new/young artists to support them to develop their work whilst making a living.
Organisations should be prepared to offer new artists the opportunity to fail, whilst developing their
experience. This platform has given us willing listeners and we can benefit from this.
Increased connection between communities and university and their young people who have ideas
and creativity plus better connections between artists and arts organisations across the city. The
opportunity to network via the internet has also grown hugely.
Free up more public spaces for artwork and increase the diversity of art on offer. Make public spaces
more accessible for the arts so that art and cultural experiences can be “happened upon” including
addressing the impact of transport limitations. It’s vital that the young have exposure to the arts to
ensure that the next generation carries it forward.
Worcester could create a new wave of opportunity at the moment and benefit from it.

Future for outdoor arts
Feel what the community you’re working with is about and nurture the sense of diversity in that
community, make sure no one is left behind.
The Arts and Events Industry are about celebrating the richness of life and diversity contributes to
that richness. Outdoor arts in particular can help people better understand the role that the arts can
play in their lives.
Empowering communities should become the norm, rather than the exception, and we will see
communities of diverse groups and individuals working together.
Make people smile and think but you can also use the arts to challenge our experiences, thoughts and
perceptions.
Tomorrow, Today ended with an original spoken word performance written by Casey Bailey in
response to the 3 days. You can watch this performance on our YouTube channel
.

Casey Bailey’s response to Tomorrow, Today
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